Limitations of conventional inhibitor classifications.
Enzyme inhibitors are usually classified as competitive, non-competitive or mixed non-competitive. Each of these designations has a serious limitation in that it only describes an extreme of inhibitory behaviour. The non-competitive inhibition equation only considers an approach to complete inhibition of the catalytic turnover rate, while the competitive inhibition equation predicts an infinite increase in the Michaelis-Menten constant (decrease in enzyme affinity for substrate), resulting from increased inhibitor concentration. Both of these models exclude the possibility of a finite inhibitor-induced change in the kinetic parameters of the enzyme they are affecting. They also exclude the possibility of an inhibitor affecting both the substrate affinity and the catalytic turnover at the same time. Mixed non-competitive inhibition describes a hybrid form of inhibition displaying some characteristics of both competitive and non-competitive inhibition. It also suffers from an inability to describe finite changes in activity and to describe concomitant changes in substrate affinity and catalytic turnover. Two inhibitor binding constants are invoked in this equation, suggesting that such inhibitors interact with the enzyme in two completely independent manners. From these considerations, it is suggested here that conventional equations do not adequately describe observed kinetic data due to a lack of distinction between the mass action binding term describing inhibitor-enzyme association and the terms representing the actual effect of the inhibitor on the enzyme. Herein we describe an alternate approach for representing enzyme activity modulation based on a re-examination of conventional inhibition equations. The arguments presented are illustrated using the known competitive inhibition of Kallikrein with benzamidine.